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HUNTSMAN HALL
Groundbreaking for New $42
Million Huntsman Hall
 
The Huntsmans help break
ground for Huntsman Hall.
Jon M. Huntsman Sr. helped break ground for
Huntsman Hall, a state-of-the-art $42 million
business building that will be named for him on the
USU campus. Mr. Huntsman is the lead donor on
the project. 
 
ANALYTICAL RIGOR
School of Accountancy
Programs Ranked 34th and 37th
in U.S.
 
Larry Walther says rankings can
help graduates.
A publication widely read within the accounting
profession, Public Accounting Report, has ranked
the School of Accountancy at the Jon M.
Huntsman School of Business at Utah State
University at 34th in the nation, with its graduate
program at 37th. 
 
ETHICAL LEADERSHIP
Huntsman Faculty and Staff
Instructed by Arbinger Institute
Setting goals and motivating others to help you
achieve them may be a standard strategy for
business, but it is, in many ways, a fundamentally
flawed approach that is not the most effective way
to move an organization forward. 
 
 
SHORT TAKES
 
Merideth Thompson to
Serve on Editorial Board for
Leadership Quarterly
Paper by Chad Albrecht and
Dan Holland to be Published
in the Journal of Business
Ethics
 
HUNTSMAN SCHOOL
IN THE NEWS
 
Ogden Standard-Examiner
Story on Groundbreaking
Herald Journal Story on
USU and Free Online
Courses
 
HUNTSMAN BLOG
NEWS
 
August 26 Proves a
Groundbreaking Day in
More Than One Way
 
HUNTSMAN HALL
WEBCAMS
 
Watch the Progress of
Huntsman Hall Live on Our
Webcams
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Jim Ferrell describes how to get
"out of the box."
That was the theme presented by Jim… 
 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
When is it Time to Give Up? Dan
Holland Shares His Research
 
Dan Holland shares his research
on persistence.
“Never give up” is often the mantra of
entrepreneurs. Tenacity is celebrated. Dan
Holland, assistant professor, talks about his
research in entrepreneurial persistence and warns
of decision-making biases that may lead to
misguided strategies. 
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